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Minutes of GIRS Providers Forum 
 

Lloyd’s Register EMEA, Tuesday 10th January 2017 
  

 
Venue:  Lloyd’s Register Offices, 1 Trinity Park, Bickenhill Lane, 
Birmingham B37 7ES  
  

 

Attendees: 

 
Bob Beavis   Energetics 
Chris Bond   JPB Utilities 
Louise Boccaccini  Squire Energy  
Alec Bromiley   Fulcrum 
Roger Collier      Aptus Utilities 
Graham Coxey   Argon Utilities 
Eric Dodd   Wilcox Consultants 
Colin Fish   PN Daly/IUS/GBH 
Dave Hannibal   MA Doocey  
Ian Haynes   Manterfield 
Glen Karlsson   Green Frog  
Steve Kirk   Radius Systems 
Dave Morgan    Morland Utilities 
Mark Rostron   Matrix 
Andy Smith 
Bill Thompson   British Gas 
Annie Willoughby Richards  AF Gas Services and SSE 
Brian Wilkins    AF Gas Services and SSE 
Ian Lapper   J Murphy and Sons Limited 
William Welsby   JPB Utilities 
Peter Tootell   Rush Construction 
  
Karl Miller        Lloyd’s Register (Chair) 
Ian Waite          Lloyd’s Register  
Rod Hancox   Lloyd’s Register 
 

Guest Speakers: 

Marie Perkins   EUSR 
Paul Bennet   EUSR 
 

 
Apologies/attendees at recent meetings:  
 

Andy Holland    Sustainable Energy Connections Ltd  
Dean O'Dee   APM Utility Services Ltd 
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Minutes of Meeting 
 
 
1.  Welcome and Introductions 

The chair welcomed the new and regular attending UIP representatives to the forum and 
provided an overview of the agenda for the day commencing with a safety moment from a 
recent site visit where shallow cables, not shown on utility plans, had been identified 
through the use of cable avoidance tools. 
 
 
GIRS Provider Forum    
 
2.1 Completion Files 
 
The approach to the return of completion files when a UIP goes into administration was 
discussed. The issues, ability to resolve them and where the responsibility lies largely 
depends upon what point during the project life cycle the company ceases to trade.  
 
The company that picks up the works takes responsibility for the development of the 
completion file and their contents, however the difficulties associated with the capture of as 
laids and test certificates for pipework previously laid by others is understood. 
 
While there does not appear to be any firm guidance for the UIPs, the recommendation is 
to liaise and obtain advice from the adopting GT/DNO on their requirements. 
 
Action: KM to raise at GIRSAP to establish if a common approach to can be developed. 
 
It was commented that one DNO is insisting that scaled as laids are provided on all projects, 
a requirements that may introduce additional errors due to the increased reproduction of 
information.  
 
Action: KM to discuss with the DNO to obtain a definitive requirement as appropriate. 
 
  
2.2 IGEM TD3 Edition 5 
 
The data that was used to originally calculate the creep curves in TD/3 is owned by a third 
party and permission has had to be sought to use this to re-evaluate the curves. This has 
now been completed, the creep curves proved and a creep formula developed that can be 
included within calculation spreadsheets. The amendments are expected to be signed off by 
the TD/3 sponsor and will be available over the next few weeks. 
 
 
2.3 IGEM TD/4 
 
The TD/4 panel is ongoing and work is being carried out to firm up the test criteria for 
services as this has been impacted by BS EN12007. An initial draft for comment is expected 
to be published over the new few months. 
 
 
2.4 CDM 
 
The National Grid position regarding the principle designer for reinforcement under CDM 
remains, where they will provide a scope for the UIP to then provide a more detailed 
design. A teleconference has been arranged for 27th January with Peter O’Neill from 
National Grid to discuss the Client Brief and the Health & Safety file requirements. 
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2.5 Branch Saddles in NP14 
 
National Grid are in the process of amending the external version of their NP/14 document 
to include the installation of 180mm x 180mm and 250mm x 250mm branch saddles and 
thus obviating the need for deviations.  
 
As there is a degree of consultation required before the publication of this documents it is 
not expected to be in place until later in 2017. 
 
Action: SK to establish and provide information on the availability of 355 x DN300 branch 
saddles for use with PE80/100 pipework as there was concern that these could only be used 
on Profuse. 
 
 
2.6 Development of New Technology 
 
The process for introducing new technology into the industry remains unclear and the 
action owner was not present to provide an update. 
 
Action: KM to discuss with Shirley Course regarding progress with this action. 
 
 
2.7 IGEM SR/22 
 
Lloyd’s Register attended the IGEM SR/22 panel meeting to obtain a view on the issues it 
has identified on a number of sites where it appears to have become custom and practice 
to turn off the active purge point prior to the opening of subsequent vents thus carrying 
out non continuous purging.  
 
The panel confirmed that they will be including the requirement for continuous purging in 
the latest version of SR/22 and this will be published for comment during 2017. 
 
 
2.8 Provision of Information to design UIPs. 
 
A challenge was raised by a design only accredited UIP regarding the refusal of one 
network to provide pressure and connection point details particularly for Non-Standard 
loads and this was raised at the GIRSAP. 
 
SGN have published their MP check system that will assist the UIPs in identifying the MP 
pressure tier which will partially assist, however the design pressure within that tier will still 
not be understood.  
  
It should be noted that the DMP check system is re issued each month and the UIPs are 
advised to always seek out the latest edition via the SGN website 
  
Action: KM to continue dialogue with SGN regarding this issue 
 
It was commented that National Grid are requesting C1 and C2 forms even for standard 
loads  
 
Action: KM to discuss with National Grid to obtain the rationale behind this requirement. 
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3.0 EUSR Representation 
 
Marie Perkins and Paul Bennett attended the meeting to provide an update from EUSR 
 
MP stated that the team are up to date with card production and distribution. 
 
EUSR stated that training providers were going to be offering a partial qualification for the 
removal of meters, linked to NCO(G), which will be registered via EUSR and recorded on 
their website and a card. 
 
Lloyd’s Register assessors have encountered personnel on site acting as a second man with 
only a Gas SHEA card. On further investigation they have been registered on the NCO 
course but do not have an assistant card. 
 
The EU skills website used to provide information on who could act as a second or third 
man however this appears to now be unavailable.  
 
As multi-layer pipe is no longer consider as a specialist operation, Operatives cards will not 
contain a specific reference to the training. 
  
Actions:  
  

• EUSR to provide a short presentation at the next forum in May on the funding 
options for UIPs  

• EUSR were asked if the requirements for 2nd and 3rd men could be re-established on 
their website  

• EUSR to write to all training providers informing them of their requirements 
regarding card issue for assistants 

• EUSR to establish if the referencing scheme can be opened to allow UIP access 
 
 
3.1 Audit Arrangements 
 
The practice of UIP engineers working on behalf of networks and auditing the work of 
other UIPs has been questioned as it is considered a conflict of interest. 
 
Action: Ongoing, KM to establish if the UIP concerned is carrying out this activity under 
their GIRS audit scope. 
 
 
4.0 Lloyd’s Register Findings 
 
4.1 Aborted visits and representation on site 
 
The Chair noted that the number of aborted visits has been increasing and that the level of 
company representation at visits is not always as expected.  
 
While there is no requirement under GIG 2 for a management representative or the 
Technical Advisor to be on site during an audit, failure to send even a supervisor to a first 
Full GIRS assessment does not present a particularly good impression or demonstration that 
the UIP has the correct level of control of the works or commitment to the scheme. 
 
The UIPs were reminded of the importance of the GIRS scheme to their business and to 
consider this when planning and constructing works 
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4.2 Instructions to the Team 
 
Rod Hancox provided a presentation on a project where the information presented to him 
by the team was lacking the level of detail required to enable the operative to construct the 
works and in some cases was at odds with the requirements of the NRO.  
 
As a general rule, work instructions need to be sufficiently detailed to enable the operatives 
to build the network and not leave them to have to search for the salient points within a 
suite of method statements. 
 
4.3 Breathing Apparatus 
 
Ian Waite had identified that an escape kit had been used on site in place of breathing 
apparatus and had questioned the validity of this. The group confirmed that this is a 
specialist item of equipment that requires additional training and should not be used in 
place of standard BA.  
 

                                    
 
 
4.4 Meter Box proximity to Air Bricks 
 
The Lloyd’s Assessors presented photographs of meter box installations adjacent to air 
bricks and highlighted the need for some thought and liaison with the developer prior to 
connection to the service. Comments were received from the group as the GT/iGT 
community may have differing requirements on meter box proximity with air bricks or other 
entries into the building structure. 
 
 
5.0 IGEM GL/6 Update 
 
Edition 3 of IGEM GL6 is due for review and it is understood that IGEM have employed a 
consultant to help develop this new version. Rod Hancox, who was chairman of Edition 2, is 
handing over the reins to the new chairman highlighting some of the areas of concerns 
such as permitry.  
 
Thanks to Louise Boccaccini and Ian Haynes who have volunteered to be members of the 
panel representing the interests of the UIP community. 
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5.1 GIRS Representatives on GIRSAP 
 
Louise Boccaccini has been the representative on the GIRSAP for over two years and is to 
step down if a suitable replacement can be agreed with the Management Group.  
Dave Morgan has volunteered to be one of the two reps going forward and this will be put 
to the panel at the meeting on the 30th January. 
 
 
6.0 Safe Control of Operations 
 
A UIP has raised a question regarding the need to register a CP with the network where the 
business is located first before he can be registered in another area. In this instance the CP 
will only work in the NGN area but the UIP is located in National Grid region. 
 
Action: KM to confirm the understanding at the GIRSAP 
 
 
7.0 AOB 
 
7.1 Polyurethane Coated Valves 
 
A technical bulletin from ESB has been received that precludes the use of AVK Donkin 
Epoxy Coated Fig 555 valves or AEON Type B valves on their networks and now specifies 
the use of AVK Donkin PUR Coated Fig 555 Valves.  
 
The UIP community are strongly advised to seek guidance on the acceptance of coated 
valves with the adopting GT/iGT prior to purchase as it is understood that they are accepted 
by some. 
 
 
7.2 Design Tools 
 
A concern has been raised that a version of Gasworks is not compatible with the 
requirements of IGEM GL1 regarding diversity for housing estates above 180 properties.  
 
Actions:  
 

• LB to raise this at the IGEM GL1 panel. 
• UIPs involved in design to consider their outputs and report to the group 

 
 
7.3 RIDDORS 
 
A UIP has expressed concerns over the difficulty in reporting safety incidents particularly 
when the installer is not known. Problems have arisen when reporting both downstream 
and upstream issues, cables through gas pipe used as ducts and un sleeved outlets were 
referenced. 
 
Action: KM to invite a HSE representative to the next forum to discuss the correct approach 
 
 
7.4 Groundworkers 
 
A representative for a number of UIPs questioned the requirement to have a 10% audit on 
groundworker activities as suggested to them by a member of the Lloyd’s Register team.  
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While the 10% rule is not mandated for this activity, unless written in the UIPs own 
documentation, it is the responsibility of the UIP to ensure that groundworker activities are 
fit for purpose prior to connection and this may include a percentage check via trial holes or 
other inspection. 
 
 
7.5 TD/101  
 
The current version of IGEM TD/101 does not provide guidance on whether the movement 
of a connection point is a major or minor variation. The severity of this amendment will 
depend upon a number of factors such as how far is moved and if there are other 
connections between the original and new point.  
 
Action: KM to confirm understanding at the IGEM TD/101 panel meeting in February. 
 
 
7.6 Easements 
 
The Forum members highlighted that National Grid new company will not be accepting the 
abutting street rules for easements and that an easement may be required for all 
commercial services. 
 
Action: LB to raise at the National Grid stakeholder meeting on the 27th January 
 
 
7.7 Perceived SGN/NG issues 
 
The group commented that the ability to deal with some Networks, particularly SGN and 
National Grid, was becoming increasingly difficult and the responses received were not 
always helpful. It was requested that this be minuted. 
 
Action: KM to consider and advise the GIRSAP. 
 
 
7.8 Squeeze Off temperature 
 
A UIP had been challenged on site by a DNO representative regarding the minimum 
temperature allowed for a squeeze off operation to be performed. The DNO procedures 
were quoted but no IGEM standard could be referenced. 
 
The discussion within the group highlighted a range of understandings of the minimum 
temperatures and as such provided sufficient reason to look into this further. 
 
Action: KM to raise at GIRSAP and IGEM. 
 
 
8.0.  Next Meeting 
 
Proposed 2016 gas meeting dates are as follows. 
 
GIRS Forum   – 16th May, 12th September 2017 
GIRSAP         –  30th January, 22nd May,  25th September 2017 


